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By Frederick Turner

The Ilium Press, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.It s 2067. The Antarctic ice sheets have collapsed. World sea levels
have risen several feet and are rising faster still. The climate has changed catastrophically, and
meteorological disasters are becoming a daily occurrence. Yet global power structures fail to
respond, remaining frozen in political and ideological gridlock. To confront this chaos, billionaire
Noah Blazo recruits a team of genius misfits to bypass the political paralysis. With support from a
coalition of island and coastal nations that are vulnerable to these catastrophes, his team launches
an unsanctioned geo-engineering effort to restore the Earth s ecological balance--an activity that
prompts a global power struggle immediately leading to war. Events in the center of this conflict
inadvertently trigger the emergence a quasi-divine being, Kalodendron, who dwells within the
Internet. With her arrival comes a further threat to the Earth--the appearance of the dark star
Wormwood, which looms within our solar system and is drawing closer. With Kalodendron s help,
can Blazo s team avert this two-fold threat the Earth s destruction? Or do the tragedies that quickly
follow ensure the planet s final...
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This is the greatest book we have read through till now. It is probably the most amazing book we have go through. I am just happy to tell you that here is
the greatest book we have read through during my individual daily life and may be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Eliseo Leff ler-- Eliseo Leff ler

I just started o  looking over this ebook. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been developed in an remarkably simple way in fact it is
simply after i finished reading through this book where basically modified me, modify the way i believe.
-- Josie K och IV-- Josie K och IV
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